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2015 Assessments in LBUSD
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California Assessment of Performance and Progress (CAASPP)
Grades 3-8, 11
Early Assessment Program (EAP) Grade 11
CST Science, Grades 5, 8, 10
ACT College Readiness Assessment
Advanced Placement (AP)
SAT

How Student Performance is Reported on the Smarter
Balanced Assessments
For each grade level and subject area, students receive a score from 2000 to 3000.
The overall score falls into one of four achievement levels:

2015 CAASPP Results
Thanks to the efforts of our amazing
teachers, students, staff, and parents,
Laguna Beach students are exhibiting
superior 21st century skills.
Laguna Beach Unified ranked number 2 in
Orange County on the 2015 CAASPP tests,
and our 5th graders ranked number 1 in the
county in both math and ELA.
Students excelled in the areas of writing, reading, and research and inquiry with 65%
of high school 11th graders scoring above standard in writing.
Elementary students are illustrating the benefits of going deeper into mathematics and
learning reasoning and modeling skills. 48% of Laguna Beach 5th graders exceeded
the standards in mathematics, the highest percentage in the county.

83% of 11th graders met or exceeded the ELA
standards - The highest district percentage in the
county
In grades 3,4,5,&11, LBUSD had the lowest
percentage of students below standard in the county

5th grade students ranked top in the county in
math and ELA
Less than 10% of elementary students are below
standard in math, the lowest percentage in each
grade level 3-5 in the county.

County Comparisons

State Comparisons

Meets or Exceeds Standards

Meets or Exceeds Standards

*Comparison for 59 California Counties reporting scores

Laguna Beach USD Ranks 2nd overall in
Orange County
Orange County Ranks 5th overall in
California

CAASPP English Language Arts Claims
93% At or near standard or above
standard in research/inquiry.
63% of 5th graders above standard
in research/inquiry (only 1% below
standard)
61% of 5th graders and 65% of 11th
graders above standard in writing
94% At or near standard or above
standard in listening
TOW 5th grade - 65% above standard
in writing and Research/Inquiry

CAASPP Mathematics Claims
Over 50% of 3rd graders were above
standard on all three math claims
Students in elementary and middle
school scored higher on all claims than
11th graders

LBUSD 5th graders were #1
in Orange County in Math

LBUSD elementary students had
significantly lower percentages of
students below standards in
Communicating reasoning and Problem
Solving than any other OC district,
including Irvine.
LBUSD average below standard - 9.8% (grades 3-5)
IUSD average below standard - 11.8% (grades 3-5)

Early Assessment Program (EAP) Results
52% of LBHS juniors are ready for college coursework
as assessed by the EAP and will be exempt from
CSU placement tests (if they checked to have scores
submitted)
Only 24% of LBHS juniors are ready for college math
coursework as assessed by the EAP
As the new math pathways are implemented in all
grade levels, more students should show college
readiness.

Student Score Reports
Individual Student Score Reports will be mailed home by early October
Score reports will contain overall scale scores
between 2000-3000.
11th graders will have EAP information
●
●
●

Score reports will show performance on
claims for math and ELA
This data will help parents and teachers
determine strengths and areas of need to
better differentiate and support student
learning

Exceeds Standards - Ready for college coursework (exempt
from CSU placement tests)
Meets Standards - Conditionally ready
Nearly Met/Not Met - Not ready

ACT College Readiness Assessment Results

Between 2014 and 2015, LBHS
ACT scores went up an
average of .9 points.

LBHS students scored at least 4
points higher than the state
average in all areas in 2015

Advanced Placement (AP) Assessment Results
Passing rates has increased 9% in four
years
Studio Art: Drawing, Biology, English Lit.,
and Music Theory had a 100% passing
rate in 2015
Number of students taking AP classes has
decreased by 24% since 2012
Number of students taking AP tests has
decreased by 20% since 2012

Professional Development and 21st Century Skills
Our extensive professional development, including writing and mathematics at the elementary
grades, is proving beneficial in providing students with the skills necessary to meet the demands of
the new CA state standards.
Professional development focused on 21st Century skills:
● Writing Strategies
● Writing across the Curriculum
● Increased use of Informational Text
● Academic Vocabulary
● Project-Based Learning
● Mathematical Practices
● Differentiation
● Textbook Implementation
● Thinking Maps
● Universal Design for Learning
● ELD/ELA Framework
● Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
● Engagement Strategies
● Authentic use of Technology and BYOD

Professional Development in 2015-16
This year, we will continue to focus on literacy and writing strategies,
improving mathematics understanding, and technology skills at all
grade levels. We will also be creating common formative assessments
to provide teachers with information necessary to differentiate for
students at all levels of understanding. LBUSD teachers and staff will
continue to strive for excellence and provide engaging and innovative
learning experiences for all students.

